
 

 

 

 

Out of the Storm: Job & Jonah – Job 4-37 Is God Unjust? 

As we read the bible and lead others through it, it is helpful to ask four different ‘types’ of 
questions. This term we’re categorising our questions according to the ‘COMA method’ but not 
following the form strictly. 

C = Context O = Observation M = Meaning 
(interpretation) 

A = Application 

 
*Notes for leader: 

1. There’s about 18 minutes worth of reading in this study. The point is to enjoy it. 
Do make sure it is read well and at a leisurely pace so that it washes over your group. 
Do not freak out and speed read it all. 
 

2. This study will ‘snowball’ so don’t spend up your time diving deep into the first few 
questions – the picture will keep being filled out as we go. 

Pray for your time together in God’s Word and for those who couldn’t make it to group. 

*Explain 

“Last week we looked at all of the arguments from Job’s friends trying to make sense of the 
question ‘why is Job suffering?’ This week we will look at Job’s replies to them and his wrestle 
with God over the reason for his suffering. 

We’re going to do things a bit differently again tonight, we’re going to read big chunks of Job 
together. Why? Because there is something to the form of the book of Job that we want to 
experience. The author hasn’t just summarised Job’s thoughts into 3 sentences, but given us a 
long poetic dialogue that we want to not simply understand, but feel.” 

Get one person to Read Job 8:3, 8:20 and Job 9 (600 words) 

M: How are you left feeling after reading these chapters? 

O/M: What imagery does Job use to communicate emotion? What effect does it have on you? 

M: What is Job saying? What is his argument? 

  



 

 

Select two people to read Job 14 (400 words) and Job 19 (450 words) respectively. 

C/M: What is Job’s view of God in these chapters? Has it changed since Job 9? 

O/M: What is Job’s take on his situation? What does he accuse God of? 

M: Does Job have any hope in the chapters we’ve read so far? If so, what is it? 

 

***Pause for a break*** – Tea and Biscuits? 

 

Get one person to Read Job 27:1-6 and Job 31 (800 words) 

C/M: How would you describe Job’s attitude in these chapters? How has his attitude shifted 
throughout all the chapters we’ve read so far? 

O/M: Where does Job place his confidence? Is he right to do so? 

C/M: Are you sympathetic/unsympathetic to Job? What from the entire book we’ve considered 
so far has impacted your answer? 

 

Stepping back and considering the whole… 

O/M: What’s Job’s final argument? Did it change over time? 

M: Is Job right in all he says throughout his speeches? Why/why not? How do we know? Discuss 
and use examples. 

A: What do you find helpful/challenging about Job’s example of suffering here? 

A: How could a Christian be encouraged/challenged by reading these chapters? 

A: How and why can we as Christians have more hope in suffering than Job? 

 

Pray 

● From what you’ve looked at, try to draw out some things to pray for as a group. 
● You could split into small groups, or men/women and: 

     1. Share what you were struck with from the text 
     2. Something personal you would like prayer for 


